
 

Spring Art Workshop:  

This eight-week course will meet once a week for an hour 

 
Eligible Students ages 5-8 (grades K-2nd) 
Start Date: Begin Thursday March 30th, 2023  End Date: Thursday, May 25th, 2023 
Class time: Thursdays 4pm-5pm EST  
Instructor: Casey Newman    Email at: caseynewman@kassianisart.studio 
 

Required student skills: To be successful in this course students need a curiosity about icons and love for making art. I 
will need good listeners who will follow directions. Students will need enough hand eye coordination for tracing, mixing 
paints, to copy basic shapes as we practice drawing.   

Parental Requirements: Our young students will need an adult “helper” in the room to stay on task and help with short 
homework activities. This “helper” should also be responsible for the computer, logging in and any little glitches. Parents 
are welcome to listen and create art along with us, but students shouldn’t need any hands on assistance. Students are 
encouraged to create their unique art and build up their abilities. Parents will need to upload images of assignments.   

Art Workshop Course Map: 

For 8 weeks, one-hour lessons in Zoom, the students will create art for the Paschal feast of nature as described in the 
Byzantine Poem, Stichoi for the Sunday of the Resurrection, By Arsenios of Corfu translated into English. In each lesson 
we will use images from this poem to build foundational art skills, examine masterpieces for beauty and composition. We 
will use both icons and non-church paintings or drawings by famous artists.   

Themes and skills to build in this course: 

1-Full moon (circle), stars-great and small bear, Ariadne, circle of Zodiac, winter circle/summer circle 
 *Bed in Summer by Robert Luis Stevenson 

*Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh 

*Constellation drawings and paintings- exercise in dots and lines, primary colors 
 
2- Color returns: Puffy clouds, spring light, wind of Zephyr blow 
 *Mixing secondary colors, color study- tones 
 *Claude Monet – Impressionist cloudscapes 
 
3-Playful lambs, blooming fields-  

*Good Shepherd Icon 
*Drawing Angles- for the mountains and cliffside 
*Color study- mixing greens and browns 

 
4-Birds in a full tree (count how many kids) 
 *Step by Step drawing flying swans 
 *Looking at icons with birds who symbolize the Holy Spirit 

*The Wind by Robert Louis Stevenson 
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5-Gentle ocean waves-not high as mountains anymore 

*It’s time for sailing: Icons of St Brendan Navigator 

*Painting in shades of blue 
*Drawing activity: curves 
 

6-Flowers 
*The Flowers by Robert Louis Stevenson 
*Roses flourish, hyacinth, narcissus dons its color 
*Drawing activity- flowers for the Theotokos 

 
7-Resurrection of Christ 
 *Icons- conversations of color 
 *Painting final project 
 

Required Course Resources:  

These are essential items for creating art projects in this course. Any supplies you have on hand will be fine. Brands are 

only suggestions to give an idea of costs. I wanted to be as complete as possible to avoid later costs and frustrations.  

-drawing paper (white printer paper) Copy and Print 20 8.5x11 500 sheets   $7.17 

-watercolor paper Essentials Watercolor Artist Paper 15 sheet Two pack    $6.99 

-paintbrushes, assorted sized US Art Supply 25-piece all-purpose brush set   $4.99 

-thin markers Crayola Fine 10 count       $3.99 

-thick markers Crayola Broad Line 10 count       $3.97 

-colored pencils CraZart 12 count        $2.97 

-transfer paper Speedball Graphite paper       $3.99 

-pregessoed craft board Hobby Lobby Smooth Gessoed Artist Panel 5x7”  $2.49 

-acrylic craft paints Crayola Washable Project Paint 6 count    $4.69 

-Palette/small tray/plastic plate DIY Art Painting Palette 10 well round   $2.48 

-Watercolor paints CraZart 8 colors in tray      $1.54 

-3 new school pencils with erasers 

-cup for water 

-scrap paper/cloth/paper towel for wiping brushes 

-painters tape 

 

Optional Course Resources  

From God to You by John Kosmas Skinas- 

Pictures of God by John Kosmas Skinas 

A Child’s Garden of Verses by Robert Louis Stevenson  

 

 We will look at pages during class so not required, but for a child interested in Iconography, it has beautiful photos and 

great descriptions to encourage and enrich their understandings of icons.  

Art Workshop Course Description: 

This course will be both practical and theoretical. Students Kindergarten through 2nd grade will have age-appropriate 
opportunities to both explore the hands-on side of creating beautiful images as well as examining masterpieces to 
appreciate both their beauty and composition. There will be short explanations of technique, modeling an example, and 
lots of class time to practice, with sharing and feedback. We will use basic art supplies to create different visual affects as 
we explore various styles of painting. Students will have warm up exercised to develop their ability to reproduce what they 
see. The teacher will lead discussions at the beginning of each weekly lesson and then students will create or recreate at 
least one element from the masterpiece. The teacher will describe steps and work alongside the students modeling each 



lesson. Students will have a chance to share their unique creation with classmates. It will be the responsibility of each 
student (and their helper) to upload a photo of the finished project for each assignment. The class will be semi-independent 
because the parent-helper will not need to be “in” class but nearby if the student needs help for example signing in or 
opening a container.    

Objectives: 

The primary objective of the course is to encourage students to love and understand icons better. Students will identify 
color names, how to mix secondary colors, and the basic symbolic meanings in icons. Students will be able to identify the 
kinds of lines (straight, curve, angle) and be able to reproduce single object drawings. Students will expand their vocabulary 
for describing art, icons, and spring. Students will practice describing and observing masterpieces of art.  

Student Evaluation: 

Weekly projects will be evaluated with a 5-point system. There will be a total of 50 points (5 points by 8 projects and 10 
points total for homework exercises= 40+ 10) 

Homework exercises will be very short warm up type activities to practice accuracy. Each worth 2 points Magna Cum 
Laude (done well- with great praise), 1 point if completed Satis (satisfactory- completed)  

Weekly Projects will be evaluated out of 5 points. 

5 points: uploaded timely and done very well -Magna Cum Laude (with great praise) 
4 points: uploaded timely, completed neatly, and includes required elements -Cum Laude (with praise) 
3 points: uploaded timely, completed, and includes required elements -Satis 
2 points: uploaded more than a week late completed, or may be missing required elements 
1 point: uploaded more than a week late, incomplete, or completed in haste 
0 points: not uploaded- missing 
 
These evaluations will not be based on student talent but rather their perseverance in completing the project 
with care. Warm up type exercises will look for duplication of simple elements so that the teacher and students 
will see growth in our short time together.  
 

About the Instructor: 

Casey Newman has a master’s in teaching from the University of New Hampshire with a 

background in Language. She taught secondary school for more than five years before 

starting a family. Now at home with children, she has focused on her passion for art. 

While she had some foundational art courses at UNH, she was blessed to participate in 

courses in iconography, and she developed her skills while caring for her three young 

children. Over the past 7 years she has shared the fruits of these labors on her children’s 

website for free coloring pages. She taught for a year as PreK teacher at a small Classical 

Academy in OH, but now homeschools her three children, choosing to continue with 

classical themes, methods, and languages. Her passion for art has grown into an 

iconography studio in the home.  


